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BL UES IN BLACK AND WHITE 

even terms like home, folk, and fatherland were suddenly
again-on the lips of many. Again making the rounds were 
words that had been used only with caution or even shunned in 
both German states since the Holocaust, with uninterrupted 
favor only in rightwing circles. Times change, people, too. Per
haps the questions of the times only change a bit and people's 
answers, hardly at all. 

The early excitement of encounter crumbled with unpre
dictable speed, and the deceitfully won unity suffocated just as 
quickly under the tight artificial cloak ofliberal German folksi
ness. Of course, previously you saw the little 'one-Germany' 
flags and banners waving. Germany jackets, t-shirts, and stick
ers were everywhere. I was amazed, in November, 1989, how 
rapidly and in what enormous quantities all sorts of black-red
gold paraphernalia appeared in the stores and even at flea mar
kets-and in demand everywhere. I could not comprehend 
what was going on in the deeper recesses of people's heads and 
feelings. The white, Christian-German-Collective guilt com
plexes had apparently dissolved overnight, thereby tearing the 
present away from the past. Who were the consumers, who, 
the producers, of the freedom-for-sale, and for whom and how 
many was there space in the cherished new home? Who was 
embracing each other in German-German reunification, and 
who was embraced, pulled in, bumped out? Who, for the first 
time? Who, once again? Who, all along? 

Within a few moments reunification led to the birth of a 
new Federal Republic in-as far as the GDR was concerned-a 
not particularly new guise. The GDR was left to the side. As 
the Wall fell, many rejoiced; others felt their heads spinning. 
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German Fa ( r) ther-land ... 

My fatherland is Ghana, my mother tongue is German; home
land, I carry in my shoes. When the Wall fell, I felt, for a while, 
the fear of being struck down. It wasn't much, not a great fear, 
but more than usual. 

Since 1984 I have been living and working in West Berlin 
and feel more at home in this city than anywhere else. Due to 
my underdeveloped sense of direction I get lost everyday in the 
streets, but compared with other cities where I lived and stud
ied before, Berlin has always been a place where I felt pretty 
much at home. My skin color is not an unusual attention-grab
ber on the streets; here I'm not praised everyday for my good 
German, and, at seminars, programs, or parties, only seldom 
do I find myself the only black among an indeterminate num
ber of whites. I still have to explain myself a lot, but not con
stantly. I remember former times, in small West German cities, 
where I often had the feeling of being under constant observa
tion, of getting sick of constantly searching and questioning 
gazes. I remember days when I would feel especially lonely or 
unbearably exposed and would be on the lookout for black 
people while shopping or riding the bus. In Berlin, this anony
mous city with its international face, those recollections faded 
very quickly from my memory. With the fall of the Wall and the 
period following it they returned, as though out of a dusty 
drawer, into my daily life. 

In the days immediately following November 9, 1989, I 
noticed that hardly any immigrants or black Germans were to 
be seen around town, at least only rarely any dark -skinned 
ones. I wondered why not many Jews were about. I ran into a 
couple of Afro -Germans whom I had met in East Berlin the 
previous year, and we were glad to have more chances of get
ting together now. Moving around alone I wanted to breathe 
in a bit of the general enthusiasm, to sense the historical 
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moment and share my reserved joy. Reserved because I had 
heard about the imminent policy-tightening regarding immi
grants and asylum-seekers. And further, like other black Ger
mans and immigrants, I knew that even a German passport did 
not guarantee an invitation to the East-West festivities. We 
sensed that along with the imminent intra-German union a 
growing closing off from outside would ensue-an outside 
that would include us. Our participation in the celebration was 
not invited. 

The new "We" in "this our country"-Chancellor Kohl's 
favorite expression-did not and does not have a place for 
everyone. 

"Out, nigger, don't you have a home to go to?" 
For the first time since I had been living in Berlin I now had 

to protect myself almost daily against undisguised insults, hos
tile looks and/or openly racist offenses. As in earlier times I 
started again, when shopping and on public transportation, to 
look out for dark faces. A friend of mine, holding her Afro 
German daughter on her lap in the S-Bahn, * was told "We 
don't need your kind anymore. There are already more than 
enough ofus!" A ten-year-old African boy was thrown out ofa 
crowded U-Bahn train to make room for a white German. 

Those were incidents in West Berlin in November, 1989, 
and since 1990 reports of racially motivated attacks primarily 
on black people have increased, mostly in the eastern part of 
Germany. Reports like those were at first known only in circles 
of immigrants and black Germans, the official media reporters 
hardly taking notice of the violent assaults. I began the year 
1990 with a poem: 

ccborderlessand brazen: a poem against the German ccu-not-y.)) 

i will be african 

* S-Bahn: elevated train 
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even if you want me to begerman 
and i will begerman 
even if my blackness doesnot suit you 
i willgo 
yet another stepfurther 
to thefarthest edge 
where my sisters - where my brothersstand 
where 
our 
FREEDOM 
begins 
i will go 
yet anothe r stepfurther and another step and 
will return 
when iwant 
ifiwant 
and remain 
borderlessand brazen 

1990 
for Jaqueline and Katharina 

(Translation by May Ayim) 

As an outgrowth of the "Black History Month" series of pro
grams on topics of black history, culture, and politics, initiated 
by a black activist group in Berlin, February, 1990, a task force 
was formed of black groups and individuals , which, among 
other things , published a first documentation of racist attacks 
in Berlin and the surrounding area.1 

Around the same time I completed my training as a speech 
therapist. I remember not only the jittery exam time with 
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